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This is not green-up
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What is green-up & why is it important?

u Boreal Ecosystem
u Birch/Aspen biology
u Moose change diet

u Human activities 
u birch sap tapping!

u Weather and climate 
u Higher humidity (through 

evapotranspiration)
u Early season showers

Green-up: “birch and 
aspen leaves open just 
enough to produce a faint 
but distinct green flush 
through the forest canopy” 
Jim Anderson, UAF,1986

Photo by Ned Rozell/UAF
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Fairbanks’ unique green-up record

u Institute of Arctic Biology
u Jim Anderson & Bob Elsner
u Systematically noting date of green-up of 

West Ridge as seen from UAF starting 
mid-1970s

u NWS Fairbanks 
u Ted Fathauer: green-up dates starting in 

mid 80s
u 1999-present: NWS records green-up of 

West Ridge as seen from UAF
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The view for green-up
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Green-up dates since 1974
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Predicting Green-up

u 1998: Following several very early 
green-ups in mid-1990s, Ted 
Fathauer and Rick Thoman attempt 
to devise a technique to predict 
green-up

u 2017: 20 years of additional data & 
Jan Dawe’s urging, Rick took a 
fresh look at green-up and 
refinements to technique
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Happenings before Green-up

Weather Happenings
u Solar heating increasing (days longer, sun higher)
u Warming air temperatures
u Snowpack ripening then melting
u Ground thawing, water infiltration
Forest Happenings
u ”Snow Wells” develop around trees
u Birch/Aspen Trees

u Winter buds swell, change color and elongate
u Sap flow
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What’s Green-up Index look like?

u A cumulative threshold-based index 
u Widely used, e.g. agriculture, hydrology, engineering 

u Applicable to places/times (at least for Interior Alaska) 
without green-up observations

u Simple enough to use to make real-time forecasts
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OneTree Sap Flow

Technique for many purposes

SNAP Garden Helper Tool
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Building a Green-up Index

u A few thawing days in mid-winter irrelevant to green-up
u Green-up first on low south-facing hillsides spreads 

quickly down and more slowly up
u Suggests daily high temps more important than average

u Very warm days seem to be “worth more” 
u Spring precipitation not likely important: “dry season”

u Spring is the Snowmelt = lots of moisture
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The Green-up Index formula

Index = Previous Day Index plus
1998: (Daily High Temp-threshold, or 0)
u Try different combinations of start date, thresholds and 

weightings
u Use the one with the lowest variation relative to the 

typical index value at green-up
u 2017: (Daily High Temp-threshold, or 0) * TempW * SolarW

Gives more weight to 
really warm temps Accounts for increasing 

solar heating
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Index in action
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Hindcast of Green-up

u 1968: Bob Elsner recalled West Chena Ridge green-
up occurring May 18th

u Predicted green-up May 15-19th

u 1964: Celia Hunter, in her News-Miner column, green-
up out her window (Ballaine Road) occurred May 30
u Predicted green-up May 30th-Jun 1st
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Fairbanks Green-up Hindcast
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How about a Green-up prediction?
The toolbox 

u Preseason
u High temperature climatology, possibly tweaked 

with Climate Prediction Center outlooks
u Correlation with larger scale climate drivers, e.g. 

El Niño, La Niña
u In Season: 

u Weather models high temperatures forecasts
u High temperature climatology, possibly tweaked 

with Climate Prediction Center outlooks
u Preseason and in season:

u Probabilistic outlook due to both uncertain 
temperature forecasts & biological factors
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Green-up and ENSO
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CPC Example Outlooks

← 6-10 Day

8-14 Day →

Monthly→

← 15-28 Day
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Daily temperature forecasts:
Build a model to feed the Green-up Index 

High temp forecast for one day
Accounts for day to day persistence
Constrained to climate reasonability
1000s of simulations
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2022 sap & green-up index outlook 21



2022: When will it green-up?
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Summary

u Fairbanks has a unique multi-decadal green-up record
u Green-up typically occurs now about a week earlier 

than early to mid-20th century
u Predicting green-up possible given reasonable spring 

temperature forecasts
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24rthoman@alaska.edu
Twitter: @AlaskaWx

• To ACCAP, OneTree Alaska & Jan Dawe for encouraging this work.

• To those who recorded green-up over the decades

• To Ted Fathauer for starting this work all those years ago   


